LIFETIME WATERPROOFING
AND PROTECTION FOR
STRUCTURAL CONCRETE

SPORTING ARENAS
SITE REFERENCES

Radcrete Pacific presents: Commercial Buildings

Click here
for our website

SITE DETAILS:
COUNTRY
SITE
CLIENT
CONTRACTOR
ARCHITECT
ENGINEER
APPLICATOR
SIZE

-

Spain
La Caja Magica
Madrid City Council
FCC
Dominique Perrault
TYPSA
Ariadna
3,500 sq mtrs

FIGURE 1-4.
RADCON #7 application at the Magic Box tennis
stadium in Madrid.

The ever changing La Caja Magica in Madrid lights up for
the ATP Tour.
La Caja Magica (the Magic Box), a brand new tennis stadium recently opened for the ATP tour in
Madrid, is build from sustainable materials, promoting sustainable development in conjuncture with
one of Spain’s most popular sporting events.
This constantly transforming structure, designed by the French architect Dominique Perrault,
features a unique retractable roof that can be lifted like a lid, providing protection from the wind
while still maintaining an outdoor event ambiance.
The walls are constructed from metal casing, which protects the structure from the sun but allows
the air to pass through. When lit at night it completely disappears revealing the interior of the
building.
RADCON #7 was applied to the €180 million project funded from the Olympic bids for 2012 and now
2016.
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WATERPROOFING CONCRETE FOR LIFE
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7 Years of Success using Radcon

SITE DETAILS
COUNTRY:
SITE:
ARCHITECT:
APPLICATOR:
YEAR:

Romania
IDU Tennis Centre
Isacov & Associates
Express Integrator
2004

Figure 1: Aerial view of IDU Tennis Centre

It has now been 7 years since the application of Radcon to the stands on this tennis centre in Romania.
We were recently in contact with the architect who specified
Radcon on this project and he is still very happy with his
decision to specify Radcon. Seven years after completion the
site remains 100% watertight. He wrote us the following email
in relation to the project:
“Regarding the choosing of Radcon, which was made with the
client’s approval: we were looking for a solution to realize the perfect
waterproofing of the concrete stands of the SEN (now IDU) Tennis
Arena in Constanta, Mamaia - resort on the Black Sea coast (not in
Bucharest) which have a series of rooms underneath. Amongst
other several solutions we have studied the Radcon Formula # 7
which seemed revolutionary and suited to our needs. We got in
touch with Mr. Afteni and he presented this solution and some other
works where this solution was successfully used and he had
convinced us to choose Radcon Formula # 7.
After 7 years from the construction completion, there were no
problems and we are happy with this solution.
Kind regards,
arh. Mihai ISACOV”
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